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Join the new

NextGenChem Hub
Innovate using Next Generation Chemistry
NextGenChem is a Lancashire-based chemistry innovation
hub offering expert services and access to state-of-the-art
equipment and facilities to support your next research and
development project.

info@nextgenchem.com | nextgenchemhub.org

NextGenChem is part-funded by the European Regional Development Fund
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Join the Community
NextGenChem facilitates collaboration
between participating Small or Mediumsized Enterprises (SMEs) and cutting edge
scientific and technical experts, sharing
tools and methods to support the
innovation journey. The programme is
centred around your company aspirations
and delivery plans.

Benefits:
Learn about the latest developments
in chemistry to create efficiencies and
develop new products/processes.
Access to funded consultancy and
chemistry expertise to help solve your
business challenges.

Resources and time to develop
innovative new products, processes and
services for your competitive advantage.
Access to specialist equipment and
laboratories worth over £45 million,
along with workshop materials.
Access to and advice on the latest
regional, national and international
funding streams for R&D.
Low-risk method for exploring new
ideas whilst you focus on your core
business – we are a trusted partner for
industry collaboration with a long track
record in chemistry innovation.

info@nextgenchem.com
nextgenchemhub.org
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NextGenChem: Lancashire's Chemistry Innovation Hub
Our mission is to help local businesses develop technology solutions,
improved products and novel materials using ‘next generation’ chemistry.
Co-designed between Lancaster University and Yordas Group, the £4.9m
NextGenChem programme addresses R&D challenges of 300 Lancashirebased SMEs involved in chemicals production and usage.
The two-year programme offers support to participating companies through
targeted workshop activities focused around:
Innovative synthesis
Formulation
Chemical process development
Bespoke technical and analytical R&D support

Are you Eligible?
Support is available free-of-charge for eligible SMEs based in Lancashire. If
you use chemicals and would like to learn more contact us at
eligibility@nextgenchemhub.com
Examples of eligible sectors include:
Aerospace and Automotive

Health Care and Life Services

Chemical Formulators

Food and Beverage

Chemical Manufacturing and Services

Energy

info@nextgenchem.com
nextgenchemhub.org

